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CHARLESTON, W.Va. – The following applicants were admitted to practice law in West Virginia during ceremonies before the Supreme Court of Appeals on Wednesday, May 10, 2023.

Successful applicants of the West Virginia Bar Examination who were admitted:
Anthony Caldera
Angela Jane Cannon
Andrew Wyatt Castillo
Brandon Anthony Chinn
Daniel Stephen Clarke
Page Croyder
Carolyn Anne Cyrana
Grace Karen Dague
Spencer James Davenport
Taylor Tecumseh Glass
Audra Louise Grimm
Matthew Arthur Hall
Seyedehelham Hassanisamereh
Robert Wesley Hinzman
Mona Kassem Ibadi
Janis I. Jeffreys
Jaylin Kristine Johnson
Carly Cordaro Nogay
Emily Kathryn Pauley
Zachary Taylor Ramey
Sophia Grace Runion
Allister Nathaniel Seckman
Lindsay Michelle Smith
Emily Claire Stern
Kathryn Bryson Stewart
Augustus Timberlake Thomson
Keeleigh Scarlett Utt
Shae Anna West
Robert Jeffrey Williamson

Admitted by transferred Uniform Bar Exam (UBE) score:
Austin Michael Blake
Victoria Cecilia Bruno
Samsher Singh Ford Dhaliwal
Eva Diaz
Antonia Yvonne Francis
Spencer James Hattemer
Matthew Alexander Jones II
Zachary Alexander Kelsay
Steven Wing-Kern Lee

Admitted by reciprocity (other states where admitted in parentheses):
Daniel Scott Weber (Alabama, Kentucky, Tennessee)
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